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Discover what myths, lies and stupid things lawyers are told to do when starting, growing, or running

a law practice that are a waste of time and money, or even worse, will get you into trouble. Many of

the recommended practices are so dangerously out of date that they can put your firm at serious

risk. Today s technologies including the Internet, email, and e-discovery are often perilously

incompatible with older common knowledge.
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Review from an end users perspective:This book provides real life scenarios about how attorneys

communicate amongst themselves and addresses some of their everyday challenges in operating

their practices. I can relate to the situations as I have been involved in them first hand and the chaos

they cause. I wish all firms would circulate this as required reading to improve understanding and

efficiency for the whole team. Then we could let the attorneys do what they do best and they could

let us keep the machine well-oiled and running smoothly.Review from consultant's prospective:This

book validates my philosophies as it comes from the source. It is not "just me" and while I am not an

attorney, the book adds value that makes sense to attorneys and from their perspective. I relate to

the chapter about staying updated with current software and the trials that falling behind can cause

when least expected. I also identified with the technological advances about capturing phone time

and billing it from the actual phone calls. This alone would increase billings and allow the client to

know what was being handled on their behalf. The Simon says quotes at the end are quick and

useful snippets. As a consultant, preaching my concept of "living in one database" and utilizing



technology is invaluable as support in building my business.Michelle McBee

A colleague recommended "Dangerous Law Practice Myths" and I was glad I read it. I have a

two-person personal injury practice and my partner and I thought we were on the right track. After

reading some of the stories, I realized that we have been making some truly horrendous mistakes

and making assumptions that are way off base. Now I know why we had the same problems crop

up time and time again--we thought that these issues were unavoidable but DLPM showed us that

there was a way to run our office more efficiently and more profitably."Dangerous Law Practice

Myths" is fun to read and easy to reference. I'm going to buy copies for all of my colleagues, even

though it would be much more fun to let them labor in ignorance. It's a terrific addition to any

lawyer's library.

Dangerous Law Practice: Myths, Lies and Stupidity was one the most enjoyable reads in recent

memory. Not only does the book cover more than thirty truly important aspects of properly

managing a professional practice, but it communicates vital and very practical information in fun,

memorable and bite-sized morsels that you'll remember for a long time. I read the book in an hour,

then went back and re-read nearly every story a second and third time. If you are starting or

managing a professional office (this is specifically about law practices but any professional office

manager can benefit from the advice provided) do yourself a favor and get this book today. Set

aside an hour and read through each story. You'll meet memorable characters involved in real-life

challenges, dramas and decisions. You'll get to know the authors as they guide the characters

through smart resolutions of each challenge. Best of all, you'll really remember the issues discussed

because the fun and creative stories will stay with you and remind you of important things to do or

not do to build and grow a successful business. I'll keep this book on my desk as an important

reference guide for a long time!

This was a good little book with a lot of helpful stories about things like, "should you specialize",

"should seek to practice outside of your friends, family and circle of people", and things that can

help you stay out of trouble with the bar and the disciplinary counsel. It was a little preachy about

case managment software but it worked for me. I recommend this book

My boss purchased this book for a colleague. After reading several of the stories, I may buy a copy

for him. I quit reading law tech blogs because we are still in the tech-NO era with no change in sight.



This book simplifies the changes necessary to keep up in a techie world and puts it into "real world"

perspective.
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